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The pentagon is a form found commonly in nature, in everything from flowers to hurricanes. It (or rather the pentacle) is also the shape of the path described by Venus in the night sky which has led to its association with witchcraft and devilry. Aperiodic tilings in mathematics have been attracting interest as they reflect the structures found in various metallic alloys called quasicrystals. Yet another example of where mathematical concepts have expression in the physical world. These structures, like aperiodic tilings ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), have local 5-fold symmetry but overall a crystal structure. Under the rules of traditional physics they should not exist. Crystalline forms are nature seeking the lowest energy configuration. Roger Penrose has proposed that, since coordination of subunits in quasicrystals requires a global solution, non-localized quantum effects are at play.[@cit0001] Figure 1.An example of an aperiodic tiling with 5-fold local symmetry.

Unfortunately, much older ultrastructural research is somewhat overlooked today despite the amazing detail of subcellular structures it reveals. In a previous paper I suggested that the pentagonal arrays of ribosomes found in fertilised eggs from the fern *Pteridium aquilinum* form a biological quasicrystal.[@cit0002] As both consciousness and plant growth and development may be theoretically irreducible, quantum mechanics may be at the heart of both phenomena. Indeed the high fractal dimensionality of EEG data suggests that extra dimensions of quantum gravity may be involved in brain function.[@cit0003] There is currently considerable investment in attempts to create artificial quantum computers that utilize quantum bits ("qubits"), as they are seen as potentially vastly more powerful than "so-called" conventional computers.

Various theories of consciousness have tried to incorporate quantum mechanics but have proven to be inconclusive. One theory suggested that microtubules are key to consciousness, with tubulin subunits forming a "Bose-Einstein condensate" that enables quantum computing to take place[@cit0004] but this is highly contentious and may just be wrong.[@cit0005] It would seem more likely that consciousness emerges from the underlying geometry of the nervous system. However, microtubules do appear likely to play a key role as anesthetics are known to disrupt microtubules and induce memory loss, although they also affect other cellular components including loss of membrane constituents.[@cit0006] Many other lines of evidence link microtubules to consciousness (and memory) and the actin cytoskeleton also appears to be important here.[@cit0002]

So do quasicrystals play a role in animal consciousness? Some anesthetics target neurotransmitter receptors. Neurotransmitter receptors are often pentameric and indeed pentagonal in cross-section.[@cit0007] This means that they have the potential for participating as components of a pentagonal aperiodic tiling. There is evidence that this is exactly what occurs. Acetylcholine receptors form crystalline arrays in membranes of *Torpedo californica*, clearly an aperiodic tiling with local 5-fold symmetry[@cit0009] ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed this study was later improved upon in some regards showing unequivocally that the five subunits of acetylcholine receptors form a pentagonal structure[@cit0010] although this second study didn\'t look at the supermolecular arrangement of receptors. One further study that did look at supermolecular arrangement concluded that receptors were randomly oriented in a lattice, again suggesting a quascrystalline array.[@cit0011] The results of this study also indicate that the neurotransmitter receptors may be able to shift from one quasicrystalline formation to another, depending on localized conditions. The Duckett study shows that this may be a common property of biological quasicrystals[@cit0001] with presumably membrane lipids forming the other components of the aperiodic tilings. Figure 2.Filtered projection views of membrane-bound AcChoR pentameric oligomers displayed as density contour maps. The maps clearly show an aperiodic crystalline configuration. **(A)** Reconstructed from the structurally better preserved A surface of the tube. The stain-filled groove faces to the left for five of seven tubes. **(B)** Reconstructed from the A surface of the tube. The groove faces to the right for two of seven tubes. **(C)** Reconstructed from the more distorted B surface of the tube. All images are oriented such that the tube axis is vertical. The a lattice direction is always parallel to the tube axis; the b lattice direction is 125 degrees clockwise from a in A and B and is 132 degrees counterclockwise from a in C. From ref. 9 and used with permission.

So what role do microtubules play? It appears that microtubules contribute to the clustering of neurotransmitter receptors as when they are depolymerised with a drug, thus disrupting clustering of GABA~A~ receptors, GABAergic currents in hippocampal neurons are affected.[@cit0012] This also demonstrates that the ordering of, and interaction between, neurotransmitter receptors in the plasma membrane is crucial to their function. This is possibly because it allows non-localized quantum-mechanical linkage between individual receptors, in fact linkage across the entire array of receptors. Quasicrystalline arrays of neurotransmitter receptors, apart from acetylcholine receptors, have yet to be shown definitively. This may be due the complexity of the aperiodic tilings present and/or local changes from one form of aperiodic tiling to another. Interestingly though, cholera toxin B-subunit (which increases neurotransmitter release from nerve terminals[@cit0013] but also binds postsynaptically) forms locally pentagonal quasicrystals when bound to its membrane receptor in phospholipid bilayers.[@cit0014]

Microtubules play other important roles in neurotransmission, including the propagation of electrical signals generated during the process.[@cit0015] There is even evidence from the housefly interfacetal hair mechanoreceptor[@cit0016] and in vitro studies[@cit0017] that microtubules may form quasicrystals in tandem with associated proteins or ions, when conditions allow. These quasicrystals have a 13-fold local symmetry (due to the 13 protofilaments that make a microtubule) but overall 5-fold or 6-fold symmetry. The occurrence of pentagonal microtubule bundles suggests that these bundles may in turn be capable of forming a quasicrystal with local 5-fold symmetry; a sort of fractal quasicrystal.

Other quasicrystalline configurations may be involved. It has recently been shown that water can form quasicrystals[@cit0019] and pentameric neurotransmitter receptors have been shown to contain a pentagonal arrangement of water molecules.[@cit0020] A number of other dodecahedral subcellular structures including clathrin coats and viruses, display pentagonal forms but, at least in the case of clathrin (which participates in postsynaptic endocytosis), these may not require complex topological rearrangements and thus quantum mechanical processes to form.[@cit0021] Interestingly axons have been shown to possess periodic 1D structures perpendicular to their axis containing actin and associated proteins, with the actin filaments sometimes taking a pentagonal form.[@cit0022] The scaffolding protein ankyrin, which regulates presynaptic microtubules and trans-synaptic cell adhesion at the neuromuscular junction, sometimes takes pentagonal form.[@cit0023] Are these cytoskeletal structures involved in consciousness or perhaps memory? There is much still to be revealed. For example, how might physically separated arrays of neurotransmitter receptors link to one another.

Interestingly, quasicrystals may be one way in which subcellular golden ratio-based structures can arise in biological systems since the packing density of pentilings (pentagonal tiling arrays, closely related to aperiodic quasicrystals) approaches τ/2 as pentile number, and similarity to an infinite aperiodic array, increases. The golden ratio may feature in the formation of consciousness as it is consistently seen as beautiful across various cultures.

As to the presence of similar states of consciousness in organisms apart from animals, this may only be possible if they possess pentameric receptors (which some do) arranged in clustered quasicrystalline arrays (which has not yet been shown). Otherwise any other form of consciousness may be radically different from that of animals. This is not to say it is not possible, and the quasicrystalline ribosomes found in *Pteridium aquilinum*[@cit0024] certainly suggest quantum mechanical processes at work.
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